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A Pluralistic School Curriculum…

Head's Column

Why
How
What
A pluralistic curriculum… What does it look
like? How is it distinguished from other
elementary school programs? The following line may be better understood verbally
than in writing, but a pluralistic education
puts the em-PHA-sis on a different syl-LAble. In other words, even when what we do
is similar to that at other schools, there are
still two things that distinguish a pluralistic
curriculum – the how we do it (in several
different ways so that you can reach every
child) and the why we do it (being transparent with students so they can be part
of the learning process and build upon it in
the future).
A pluralistic curriculum offers many
choices in how to achieve the same skill
or level of knowledge. A pluralistic school
classroom recognizes that each and every
child can serve as a teacher in vitally
important and significant ways at different times. A pluralistic school classroom
doesn’t have just one way of doing something, teaching something, approaching a
problem, or arriving at a solution.
Our teachers are writing throughout this
PeriScope issue about their own specific
examples. They are the sense makers of
a pluralistic education. I see and participate in pluralistic learning situations every
single day in my work. Just this morning I
was on the play yard and observed three
children arguing with each other. The bell
rang. One child was crying while another
was telling him (loudly) how he had ruined
his snack recess time because his arguing
kept him from play time. I listened and
then interrupted, “I wonder if you think it’s
time the three of you talked about how not

to have this problem the next time?” The
loud-voiced child thought for a second and
then ran from us. The third child piped
in and told his friend and me, “Actually
I was the one who was doing the arguing. If anyone ruined snack time, it was
me.” The two remaining children talked
for a bit, made up and returned to class. I
found the “evacuee” who I knew very well
and told him he had two choices. One was
to talk with me; the other was to remain
alone, keep his own counsel and return to
class when he was ready. He chose the
latter. I circled back with him later in the
day, checking up and reconnecting for just
a moment, enough to know that the lesson
had been learned. He did it his way. In a
pluralistic curriculum, both academic and
socio-emotional, there is no one way. The
school has to be small enough to know
each child and know what he or she needs
to make progress. One size fits all is
antithetical to pluralism. My words would
not have helped that child learn anything
from the incident; I needed to respect his
need to get quiet within himself and to be
self-taught at that moment so that he could
reset his energy and rejoin his friends.
The way for children to become the
best version of themselves is to make sure
they know that you value them, to honor
them for who they are, to build on their
strengths, and to help them realize that,
like everyone else in the world, they each
have stretches. We have a project based
curriculum so that each child can make
choices in what they will do, and how they
will do it, because there isn’t one way that
children learn best. In a pluralistic class-

room, you will find many different reading
levels, because each child needs to proceed at his or her own best rate. Because
we are continuously acknowledging and
embracing our differences, no one is made
to feel less than someone else. As Will
Rogers said, “Everyone is ignorant, only on
different subjects.”
In a pluralistic curriculum, teachers
model collaboration; partners working
together. They reveal who they are by
being open, adding humor to their work,
and doing whatever it takes to help their
students feel comfortable in their classroom and in their school. They observe
and listen, encouraging their students to
hypothesize, to imagine, and to tackle the
process of learning. In a pluralistic curriculum, everyone is always seeking to help
someone else. It’s why we have a two year
age range in each of our classrooms so
each child knows through experience that
they will have opportunities to lead and to
be led at different times. It’s why we have
clusters so that teachers and students can
collaborate with a wider base of people.
It’s why there is contiguous outdoor space
to every classroom because children need
space and openness and volume and
changes of scenery to have fresh starts
numerous times each day. It’s why we
have an all-school camping trip every
year because some kids truly become
themselves outside the confines of a classroom. It’s why we celebrate each and every
child individually at Moving Up Day every
year. A pluralistic curriculum develops the
individual AND helps them see that they
are a significant part of a vital community.
–Joel Pelcyger
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PS1 Archives Oak Tree Project
The Archives program serves as PS1’s collective memory, providing
valuable insights into our school’s history. The Archives program
also fosters and promotes a sense of community and identity at
PS1, by telling our unique story.
This year the Archives led a school-wide study of the most
central, iconic symbol of our school: the Coast Live Oak Tree that
has been growing in what is now our Field of Dreams for more than
100 years. We celebrated our green treasure with an examination
of its natural history. The PS1 Archives solicited scores of questions
from students, who then read books to help find answers. The
students assembled an archive of information and art about our
enormous Oak Tree. The Archives team invited Nolan Bowman,
a field biologist and tree expert, to help us gather data about
our tree.
Since the dedication of the Field of Dreams in 2003, the Oak
Tree has inspired poetry, wonderment, play, and reflection. Our
all-school photo is taken under it, the plays of Shakespeare are
performed in its embrace, our graduates say goodbye beneath
it, and every Halloween a colorfully costumed community cavorts
before it. Squirrels and students collect its acorns, playground
balls find their way into its arms, and it has raised generations of
birds and insects. The Oak was here long before PS1; with loving
care, it will continue to thrive among us.

Traditions Old and
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d New

Pluralism Week and Dishversity Day
March 24-28, 2014 marked the first ever Pluralism Week at PS1
and “Footsteps to Understanding” was the theme. Students
deepened their understanding of our curricular values (stewardship, social justice, pluralism, global awareness, environmental
awareness, identity, citizenship, and community awareness)
through special lessons and hands-on activities. We held a
school-wide slightly used shoe drive. Shoes of all sizes, styles,
and condition were donated to the non-profit Soles4Souls to
be reused, recycled, or repurposed.
Dishversity Day is a long standing tradition at PS1, where each
child chooses, writes about, and brings a dish celebrating the
unique food traditions of his family to share with the entire community. This year PS1 grandparents participated as they joined in
the social studies themes in their grandchild’s classrooms. What
a remarkable experience to witness the rapt eyes of the students
as they listened to the stories of grandparents; tales of life in
other countries, and the hardships that were overcome to enjoy
the world we know today. The energy was palpable. Perhaps it
was the giddy excitement (and uncertainty) of the grandparents
suddenly commanding the attention of the room or the awe of
the students themselves, leaning in to learn more. What a gift for
everyone present!

Earth Week/Garden Grant
PS1 is the proud recipient of a grant from Whole Kids Foundation
to continue to grow our garden! We held a special ceremony and
kick-off on April 22, Earth Day morning, including a presentation
of the check and a seed planting. The program included a musical
introduction from our SMYO orchestra students. What a great way
to start our Earth week!
Throughout the week, Olders learned about climate change and
held their student Swap. Youngers focused on endangered animals
and examined how they can help the PS1 community in a way that
is sustainable. AJB visited the recycling center and took care of
their class’ worm compost. BK’s class had an on-campus scavenger
hunt for pencils. They researched the number of trees it takes to
create pencils, learning that approximately 3.5 billion pencils are
made each year, which results in a lot of trees being cut down. So,
they advise us all to use recyclable pencils! Meanwhile all clusters
harvested, planted, and tilled vegetables.
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This year’s editions of Periscope explore Pluralism in action. The
first issue highlighted teachers and specialists—the sense makers
at PS1. The second issue focused on the students who exemplify
pluralism each day. This third and final issue in the series illuminates Pluralism through the lens of the dynamic and evolving curriculum and program.
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Teachers and Specialists were asked to finish the statement,

A pluralistic curriculum…
Here are their responses:

AJY

…begins with our students.
The curiosity of Bonnie and Shannon’s students drives our lesson planning. Their strengths ensure that our curriculum will be
creative, varied, integrated, exciting, and differentiated because
that is who our students are. A pluralistic curriculum is the student
reading in the library. It is the girls working cooperatively as they
construct a map of our school. It is the children on our back patio
harvesting vegetables from the garden they planted. It is the
group of students inviting a friend to join their game on our school
yard. It is the conversations that excitedly take place throughout
the day that, when you listen in, are about what they have just
learned. It is the problem solving that clusters work on together.
Children in BS gain knowledge that has been constructed through
play, direct experience, and social interaction. They have taken
ownership of their learning because they are given the opportunity
to question and explore. They enjoy learning because our curriculum has made school a part of their lives. A pluralistic school
curriculum is our students.

LJ

BS

Pluralistic Conne
Youngers
…is guided by the children’s interests and grounded in the
development of age appropriate skills.

…places emphasis on academic,
physical, social, and emotional development.

In Alia and Jen’s classroom, pluralistic teaching and learning
is laughing with each other, singing loudly even when off key,
coaching one another to do our best. It looks like students
taking over the class and being their own leaders. It is strawberries being picked from our garden and field trips out into
the community. This year, it has meant learning about Monarchs.
After finding an egg on a milkweed leaf and watching as the
caterpillar transformed into a butterfly, our class’ love for
the magnificent creatures was sparked. We watched movies,
read books, studied the life cycle of butterflies, estimated
amounts of butterflies, and ultimately created an entire Circle
Time based on our studies.

In Lucia and Jayme’s classroom, curriculum is developed with
intention and purpose. It is influenced by teacher and student
feedback and input, customizing lesson activities to the class’
needs and passions. In contrast to rote memorization of biological
classification, our students interact in small groups to construct
models of animals and examine common features. Through the
scientific method and collegial exchange, LJ scientists gather
facts, test their own hypotheses, and teach one another about
characteristics that differentiate the animals of their study.
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BK

JL

Bridge
…is dynamic and flexible.
Students in Billy and Kitaka’s class recently learned about the
major crops around the world. In cooperative groups, students
conveyed their research in creative ways, electing to present
their findings through Powerpoint presentations, skits, or science
experiments. BK also conducted an in-depth study on healthy
lifestyles, culminating with a demonstration of our knowledge for
the school community through the medium of performing arts.

AJB

ections
…is student-centered, collaborative, hands-on, and project-based.
Students in Abbie and Judy’s class are given opportunities to be
leaders, as well as team players. During our unit on the Chumash
peoples, we went on field trips to Topanga Canyon and the Autry
Museum. Through guided tours, we learned about and visited
places where Chumash tribes lived and thrived. Armed with new
knowledge and high enthusiasm, students decided on their own
areas of focus for the culminating assignment. In small groups,
students worked on basket weaving, topographical mapping, and
model Chumash villages as their final projects.

JL

Middles
…guides students to make good choices.
Friday afternoon choice time in John and Louise’s class is a
cherished part of the weekly schedule. PS1 students are accustomed to making decisions best suited to individual interests
and learning styles, so the waning portion of the week is a
particularly beneficial time to open up the classroom to myriad
possibilities. Children may be found creating from balls of yarn,
while others may be reading quietly, researching a topic of
interest, or exploring the globe on Google Maps. Chess boards
come out as do decks of playing cards. Inevitably, there is a
group of future inventors concocting zip lines or other contraptions with sundries in the atelier. It is a wonderfully vibrant
time and a true honoring of our pluralism.

…is experiential.
During our read aloud
of Island of the Blue
Dolphins, our classroom experienced
an island in a multifaceted way. Karana,
the main character, is
based on the likeness
of a Tongva woman
who lived alone for
most of her life on
San Nicolas Island. We posed two questions at morning meeting:
What is Karana’s purpose on the Island of the Blue Dolphins? And
What is our purpose in Holly and Jennine’s class?
We then staged a simulation that guided students into thinking
more deeply about their “purpose” at school. As a class we came
up with the following: Karana’s purpose is to survive; in HJ, our
purpose is to learn, make friends, feel comfortable, and have fun.
Basic instructions were given: the immediate classroom was our
“island,” students were to ask a Chief permission if they wanted
to leave the island, and Chiefs would offer council when necessary. Students used classroom resources such as spray bottles for
extra water, the bell to get peers’ attention, and the board to send
messages to the island community. They embraced the concepts
of territory and resources by pooling their resources and making a
more inclusive dwelling that included a sign. A small group left the
island to get food (snack) with the vow that they would return in
less than a moon with nourishment for the entire island.
The simulation concluded with a “free write” during which students wrote for ten minutes about anything they felt, participated in,
thought about, or learned during this activity. The final exercise was a
class discussion so we could all share our thoughts on the experience.
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A pluralistic curriculum…

Olders

Pluralistic Conne
…blends interests, talents and academic standards.  
Teachers in the Olders Cluster receive plenty of input from the
students and the result is a lesson built upon scaffolding ideas.
In writing, the teachers present the outline of the project. Each
new assignment is open-ended, encouraging students to exercise
their voice. Students accept peer feedback in their advisory and
enjoy the collaborative support of “Author’s Chair.” Everyone is
on an individual journey as a writer with plenty of “intersections”
to share and grow.
The teachers, too, shine through their passions. In life science,
each teacher presented a different aspect of the human body.
Through rotations, students had a chance to experience four
distinct teaching styles simulating an experience to be replicated
in middle school.
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Our social studies mission to build “an understanding of,
connection to, and respect of one’s self, others and the earth”
guides the broad strokes of the Olders. Through a dynamic,
responsive, and proactive advisory program, we balance skills
and knowledge with dreams and imaginations. Competent,
confident, and connected, the Olders students are the end
product of a pluralistic school curriculum.

Music

PE

…is full of variety and opportunity.  

…is all-inclusive and never competitive.

Music class at PS1 meets students at their level of interest and
talent by offering choices, serving their whims, and feeding
their fancies.  Classes incorporate movement, singing, playing
instruments, reading music, listening, and community-building.  
Through exposure to different genres, artists, and styles, students
develop their own sense of musicianship.  
Here, a Bridge music class starts with a greeting game that
requires singing, movement, concentration, and rotation of
partners, all mindfully performed as a prelude to an interactive
lesson on instrument families.

Our PS1 version of “Capture the Flag” supports our noncompetitive objectives and offers opportunities for students
of all fitness levels and physical abilities to be fully engaged
with meaningful roles.  Everyone gets a chance to build on
his skills of speed, agility, body and space awareness, and
cooperative learning.
   Teamwork and communication are key to fun, safe play,
and success.

ections
Art

Library

…is authentic and purposeful.

…fosters the easy interaction of students of all ages in their daily lives.

Learning about different cultures and their traditions through art
is part of our pluralistic art curriculum. Expanding on their study
of Native American cultures and inspired by the Pacific Northwest,
Middles created ceramic Power Animals and Totem Poles. Olders
added the finishing touches to a collage inspired by Faith Ringgold,
artist, activist, story-teller, and author.
Taking great care of earth and finding inspiration in nature
are two important topics interwoven in our daily art curriculum.
Bridge students learned a great deal about owls and sculpted
their own life-sized owls from recycled materials and clay.
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle is a mantra we live by in the Art Room.

During snack and recess, every child sees every other child on
campus at least once during the week.  Since the Library is open
for Morning care, Snack Recess, Lunch Recess, and Aftercare, the
pluralistic curriculum means children reading aloud to other
children—the Readers sharing their magical abilities with those who
are not quite there yet.  Sometimes this is Youngers to Youngers,
and sometimes it is Olders to Bridge—the mix is always individualized.  Other times a Reader will read aloud to a group of peers
for Storytime, sitting on the Library Time bench and holding the
book out to the side so everyone can see the pictures.  Often
a group of multi-age children will meet in the Library to share
common interests, such as reading all the Star Wars books and
discussing the fine details of characters and themes.  One thing
for certain, these Library meetings are always about BOOKS!
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The PS1 Alumni Association

Brad Hecht

AlumniCorner

Alumni Corner

We try to include as many Alumni updates as space
allows. If you were not included in this column, and
you sent us an update, please look for your feature in
an upcoming issue. We love hearing your news!

Brad Hecht, 1975–1978
Brad was a close family friend of the
“Godfather” of PS1, Mel Suhd, so it was
natural that he would speak at Mel’s memorial at PS1 last fall. We were delighted to see
both Brad and his mom, Bobbi Liberton. In
addition to being an alumnus of PS1, Brad
also worked at PS1 in 1988 as a playground
and classroom assistant. He now lives in
Santa Rosa, where he is an administrator
for the Department of Health.
Claire Money, 2000–2006
Claire Money, a beloved former PS1
teacher, visited us in November with her
family. Claire moved back to Australia,
where she continues to teach elementary
school. Dissatisfied with the state of
education in Australia, she decided to
“change things from within” and is currently
attending Murdock University to earn an
advanced degree in Public Policy.
Conrad Liebowitz, 1996–2003
Conrad attended Crossroads, University of Rochester, and Occidental College,
where he was an Urban and Environmental
Policy major.   Since graduation, Conrad has
taught at Seven Arrows School and worked
at Hall Center. He now lives in Venice and
organizes assemblies in schools for Protect Our Winters, a non-profit educational
foundation started by winter sports athletes
who raise awareness of climate change. He’s
also working for Goal Zero, a company that
produces portable solar panels; their goal is
to create 50-70% solar reliance in California.
Conrad credits his days at PS1 for helping him form his passion for sustainability.  
He returned to PS1 during this year’s Earth
Week to present his work to our Olders
Cluster on behalf of Protect Our Winters.
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Joel, Bobbi Liberton and Ellie

Delaney, 1995–2002 and Laura Simon,
1995–2002
Delaney works at the Permanent Mission
of Afghanistan to the United Nations as the
Special Assistant to the Ambassador of Afghanistan. She lives in New York City in the
East Village. Laura returned to Los Angeles
to work for Columbia Pictures Industries
as the Executive Assistant to Matt Tolmach,
producer of The Amazing Spider Man.
Though parents Emily and Ralph live in
London, the whole family convened here
recently for his mother’s 90th birthday.
We were so glad to have Emily visit PS1
last summer.
Dylan Vecchione, 2004–2011
Dylan is continuing his work with his
non-profit organization, ReefQuest, which
“fosters marine environmental stewardship through citizen science.” In March of
2013, Dylan spoke at TEDxTeen. He was also
asked to speak at an event called “Changing Watch,” a fundraiser for Nile Rogers’ We
Are Family Foundation. Dylan received a
grant from the Gloria Barron Prize for Young
Heroes, which recognizes 25 young people
working for the betterment of the world.
The Prize helps fund ReefQuest’s continued
efforts and aids in Public Relations (more
info at www.barronprize.org — click on
“meet the winners” and then on “2013”).
Harley, 1992–1999 and
Molly Wertheimer, 1998–2002
Harley works for Columbia Records and
recently moved to the Los Angeles offices
from New York. Molly, a graduate of New
York University, is a Project Manager at
VICE Media, Inc., Los Angeles.

Michael Larson, 1994–2000
Michael was the Assistant to Director
Dave Green on the Disney feature film
“Earth to Echo,” in theaters nationwide in
2014. He recently co-directed and co-wrote
a short film, “Well Done,” for the National
Film Challenge, a 72 hour film competition.
He was excited to report that his film
was chosen as a finalist for the Audience
Choice Award.
Jill Galperin, 1975–1979
A voice from our more distant past
hailed to us in January, much to our joy. Jill
Galperin Quanstrom wrote: “Hello my loved
ones! I have settled my life in Washington
State and have learned to embrace the
cold—bundled up. I have the most spectacular daughter, Sarah, who is wise and kind
and smart and funny. She is 22 and learning to make her way in the world. I share
my home with my wonderful husband Matt
and our two dogs Zeus and Fergus. We
live on about 4 acres and are surrounded
by horses, chickens, and alpacas. I work at
the local food co-op where I teach cooking
classes, and I am very involved with local
food systems here in Washington.” Joel
and Ellie were thrilled to visit Jill in Seattle
in February.
Kate Berlant, 1992–1999
Kate was recently featured in both the
New York Times and the Los Angeles Magazine, and was called one of “Three Comics
to Watch” on timeout.com. After PS1, Kate
attended The Archer School, Bard College,
and New York University. She got her start
in stand-up performing at open mic nights
in L.A. when she was just a teenager. Kate
now hosts Crime and Punishment, a popular
weekly comedy show in New York City.

Claire Money

Jill Galperin

Dylan Vecchione

Laurel Ozersky

Laurel Ozersky, 1997–2000
Laurel graduated from U.C. Berkeley
with a love of math and science, writing her
thesis about adapting high school curricula
to support and encourage young women to
enter these fields. She is currently attending
the teacher preparation Masters program
at Pepperdine. Laurel says, “Throughout
my own educational experiences I’ve had
enough fabulous and inspiring teachers that
I considered school enjoyable. As a result,
I aspire to be one of those teachers who
helps students enjoy school and learning—
just as I did.”
Leilani Houston, 2004–2008
In her senior year at The Archer School,
Leilani is a dedicated dancer, and a member
of the Archer Dance Troupe. She has been
dancing at DC Dance in Los Angeles for
fifteen years where she is Dance Captain,
leading the Senior Dance Company in
national competitions. For two years she
has attended the Joffrey Ballet School, and
spent five summers at the Westside Ballet’s
summer intensives. She is also an officer of
Best Buddies at Archer, a nonprofit organization dedicated to creating opportunities
for one-to-one friendships and leadership
development for people with intellectual
and developmental disabilities.
Sam Clement, 2001–2008
In our library we found a beautiful little
book Sam wrote in 2008. We offered to
return the treasure and asked about him.
He wrote, “I’m in my senior year at Harvard
Westlake, and I’m having a great time. The
college search is going well!” Sam had dedicated his book to his brother, Wade (19992006), who also graduated from Harvard
Westlake and is now at Duke University.

Kate Berlant

Megan Romano

Megan Romano, 1989–1993
Megan graduated from Barnard College
in 2003 and went on to become a nutritionist and registered dietitian (RD), receiving
her Masters degree from Columbia University Teachers College. She reports,
“My program at Teachers College involves
education in agriculture, local, national and
global food systems, sustainable food practices, and the part nutritionists can play by
incorporating that mission into our work. A
huge part of what I promote is the Greene
Harvest CSA (Community Supported Agriculture), which is a partnership between a
farm in Hudson, N.Y. and my community in
Fort Greene, Brooklyn. I always cook from
my CSA and you can follow me on Twitter
or Instagram @meganittasty.”
Naomi Nevitt, 1990–1997
Naomi was married in June 2013. She
works as the Online Editorial Director of
Teen Vogue, bringing the magazine to life
online through exclusive behind-the-scenes
videos, breaking fashion and entertainment
news coverage, and interactive forums.
Luca Ferrario, 2010–2013
Luca spent the day at PS1 in April, volunteering in the Archives and the Library,
lunching with the Olders, watching them
rehearse A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and
working in LiAnne’s advisory. He loves his
middle school, Crossroads—the kids, the
teachers, and especially his Latin class.
Taylor Stacey, 1994–1998
Taylor Stacey (formerly Hesslegrave)
graduated from The Archer School and
Bryn Mawr College and is currently teaching
fourth grade at the The Willows Community
School in Culver City.

Zack, 1985–1992, Joey, 1991–1997,
and Larry Arnstein
Zack, Joey, and Larry announced that
their book, The Dogma of Rufus, is available
on Amazon.com. Publisher’s Weekly calls
them, “a father and sons trio …all writers.”
Larry Arnstein was a writer for Saturday
Night Live and won two Writers Guild of
America awards for the television show Not
Necessarily the News. He and Zack are the
co-authors of The Bad Driver’s Handbook,
The Dog Ate My Resumé, and The Ultimate
Counterterrorist Home Companion. Zack
lives in Santiago, Chile, Joey lives in Portland,
Oregon, and Larry lives in Santa Monica.
James Larson, 1994–2003
James graduated from UCLA with a
degree in Political Science. He is writing short films, and recently performed a
standup comedy set at The Comedy Store
on the Sunset Strip. He and his brother
Michael have just completed work on a
short romantic comedy called “Fat Zombie.”
Michael directed while together they wrote,
produced, and edited the film, which was
released in early 2014.

We want to hear about you!
Let us know what you are doing
by connecting with us on the
PS1 Pluralistic School Facebook
page and by emailing us at
amanda@psone.org
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STUDENT 1:  

That’s the LARGEST oak tree in Santa Monica.
STUDENT 2:

Teacher Work Week

I think it’s the OLDEST oak tree in Santa Monica.
STUDENT 1:  

September

2

Make New Friends Day

Maybe it’s both.

3

First Day of School

STUDENT 2:  

If you could only be one–the largest OR the
oldest–which would be best?
Oak tree discussion as overheard in Aftercare, Dec. 2013.

This year PS1 established a partnership with the Santa
Monica Youth Orchestra to bring instrumental music to
PS1 students! Twice a week, our students meet with SMYO
instructors before school, learning violin, flute, trumpet,
and clarinet. Students are gaining confidence and skill.
When they came together to perform “The Garden Song”
at our Garden Grant Kick-Off this April, it added a special
“tone” to the festivities.

SMYO Collaboration
Connect With Us!
Network with us on Linkedin

Like us on Facebook

